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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A growing number of businesses are moving their communications solutions to the cloud as they seek to
gain greater flexibility and reduce costs. Hosted Internet protocol (IP) telephony and unified communications
and collaboration (UCC) represent a fast-growing segment within the broader cloud communications space.
Businesses with limited information technology (IT) budgets and resources, distributed enterprises, those
with an expanding remote and mobile workforce, as well as various other organizations favoring OPEXbased technology investments are adopting hosted IP telephony and UCC services to future-proof their
communications deployments.
The compelling benefits of hosted IP telephony and UCC services are driving rapid adoption around the globe.
As a result, the user base in all major world regions is expanding at double-digit growth rates year over year.
Many service providers acknowledge the growing demand for more flexible and economical communications
solutions and have launched a plethora of hosted IP telephony and UCC services offerings. However, service
provider approaches to deploying such services vary. The underlying technology platform used to deliver
hosted IP telephony and UCC services is a critical factor in service provider ability to address key customer
pain points. Some have developed home-grown services platforms, whereas others have chosen to leverage
solutions developed by third-party technology vendors.
Third-party hosted IP telephony and UCC services platforms allow providers to leverage a technology
developer’s superior expertise in order to continually innovate and deliver advanced functionality that satisfies
evolving customer needs. More specifically, a third-party, multi-tenant solution enables service providers to
more cost-effectively scale deployments among multiple customers and thus deliver economical solutions
to small, medium, and large multi-site organizations.
Nineteen of the top 25 global communications service providers have deployed the market-proven BroadSoft
platform to deliver hosted IP telephony and UCC services. Providers choose BroadSoft’s solution for its
extensive feature/functionality, reliability, standards-based technology, and ability to support customers in
their migration to the cloud through Voice over IP (VoIP)/session initiation protocol (SIP) trunking services,
as well as full-fledged cloud communications solutions. These providers’ strong traction in the cloud
communications market has secured BroadSoft a leading position in terms of global installed users.
This article explains the benefits of moving business communications solutions to the cloud and provides an
overview of service provider approaches to hosted IP telephony and UCC services delivery. It also discusses the
importance of the underlying technology and services platform when selecting a hosted IP telephony and UCC
solution and provider. Finally, this paper highlights the advantages of using BroadSoft technology for deploying
reliable, secure, and feature-rich cloud communications services.
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INTRODUCTION
Forward-thinking organizations around the world are deploying advanced IP-based communications and IT
solutions to enhance worker productivity, gain operational efficiencies, improve customer service, and gain a
competitive edge. However, accelerated technology development and shorter product life cycles are raising the
costs of IT and communications infrastructure deployment, maintenance, and upgrades.
Organizations are therefore looking for new technology consumption models that help them reduce costs
and improve business agility. More specifically, communications and IT decision makers are assessing the
value of cloud communications solutions, including hosted IP telephony and UCC services. Businesses must
carefully evaluate the different services options available to them, including the underlying platform. They
also need to thoroughly evaluate overall service provider capabilities in order to ensure cost-effective and
flexible deployments to address constantly evolving user needs. They must find a trusted long-term partner
that can support them throughout the entire migration to cloud communications. Most businesses tend
to gradually adopt next-generation, IP-based communications across different sites within the organization.
Service providers that can deliver VoIP access/trunking connectivity to existing premises-based telephony
systems while migrating other business sites to hosted IP telephony and UCC services are best positioned
to effectively support a customer on a cloud migration journey. Such an approach allows the customer
organization to transition to the cloud at its own pace, with little disruption to daily operations and at a lower
risk to existing technology investments.

More specifically, communications and IT decision makers are assessing the value of
cloud communications solutions, including hosted IP telephony and UCC services.

GAINING A COMPETITIVE EDGE WITH CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS
Cloud communications solutions enable companies to become more competitive as they achieve the following
benefits: improve business responsiveness; raise customer satisfaction; streamline IT and communications
infrastructure operations and management; reduce costs; and mitigate certain business risks.
Exhibit 1 shows the key benefits of cloud communications.
Key Benefits of Cloud Communications

Improved Business Agility
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Streamlined Operations
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More specifically, cloud communications solutions deliver the following benefits:

Improved Business Agility
• Allow the organization to focus on core business activities and innovate
• Accelerate deployment of new features and capabilities to empower end users and
become more competitive
• Provide more economical access to advanced contact center functionality to improve
customer service and support
• Enable distributed organizations to more efficiently support mobile and branch-office
workers, and improve collaboration across business sites and employees

Streamlined IT Operations
• Provide access to superior technology expertise and free up internal IT resources for more
strategic tasks
• Facilitate the integration of multiple technologies and tools in an end-to-end unified
communications solution

Reduced Costs and Risks
• Reduce CAPEX and streamline OPEX costs
• Reduce the risk of technology obsolescence and sunk costs
• Enable greater business continuity and disaster recovery
Exhibit 2 shows North American, European, and Latin American IT decision makers’ perceptions of cloud
technology benefits based on a 2014 Frost & Sullivan survey:
Attitudes toward Cloud Computing/ Hosted Communications– Percent of Agree/ Strongly Agree
Responses, North America, Europe, and Latin America, 2014
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Overall, businesses moving their communications solutions to the cloud are better positioned to compete in
the increasingly dynamic and competitive global marketplace.

THE PERFECT STORM FOR CLOUD SERVICES ADOPTION
Urbanization & growth of
services-based industries

Growth of the virtual
organization-increasingly
dispersed &
mobile workforce

Increasing complexity
of IT/ communications
infrastructure

SMB demand for
economical and
effective UCC
solutions

The Perfect Storm for
Cloud Communications

More compelling
cloud UCC options

Maturing VoIP
and cloud
technologies

Emergence of
Internet of Things (IoT):
Smart is the New Green
Accelerated
technology developmentmore frequent
infrastructure refresh

Converging factors have created a perfect storm for the adoption of services-based cloud communications
consumption around the world. Lingering macro-economic uncertainty in many regions has instilled a culture
of risk aversion and greater caution exercised by IT decision makers when evaluating and deploying new
communications solutions. Furthermore, the proliferation of communications and collaboration tools coupled
with rapid technology evolution and greater risk of technology obsolescence is shifting customer preferences
toward more flexible technology deployment models.
Growing competitive pressures are also compelling businesses to seek faster and more economical access to
advanced communications solutions and superior technology expertise in order to differentiate and stay ahead
of the curve. Businesses are also becoming more global and distributed with a growing number of remote and
mobile workers. The requirements to support evolving individual and organizational communications needs
make it increasingly necessary to migrate to more advanced solutions and away from legacy technologies
and deployment architectures. Hosted IP telephony and UCC services become customers’ primary choice
as they seek to improve employee productivity and collaboration across geographically dispersed teams and
business sites.
At the same time, continued technology maturation is building greater customer trust in VoIP, cloud and UCC
technologies. Ubiquitous, high-speed broadband connectivity is enabling reliable, IP-based communications. Also
important, the need to integrate multiple communications and collaboration tools into an end-to-end UCC
environment for greater ease of use and productivity is driving the adoption of more flexible cloud-based
solutions, including hosted IP telephony and UCC services.
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As a result of these trends, hosted IP telephony and UCC services adoption is growing at double-digit growth
rates in all world regions.
Exhibit 3 shows Frost & Sullivan’s projections for the growth of the global hosted IP telephony and UCC
services installed base from 2014 to 2021.
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Hosted IP telephony and UCC services will gain rapid penetration among business
telephony users over the forecast period.

DIVERSITY IN THE CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS MARKET
A slew of well-established and emerging providers have launched hosted communications solutions. The
global competitive landscape is comprised of incumbent telcos with diversified solutions portfolios, nextgeneration providers entirely focused on cloud communications, as well as value-added resellers (VARs),
systems integrators (SIs), and managed services providers (MSPs) all looking to tap into the growing
demand for hosted IP telephony and UCC services. In each region, hundreds of providers of varying size
and background are competing based on features and functionality, price, service quality and reliability,
regulatory compliance, customer service and support, geographic reach, overall financial viability, and other
important solution and provider attributes.
The underlying hosted communications platform determines service provider ability to deliver compelling
value to business customers. Some providers have developed their own home-grown solutions, whereas others
are leveraging third-party platforms offered by a variety of technology developers.
Both home-grown and third-party platforms can be based on one of two types of architectures, as follows:
• Multi-instance architectures: typically based on virtualized technology originally developed for premisesbased implementations
• Multi-tenant architectures: purpose-built, carrier-grade platforms
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Solutions within each category above also vary in terms of features and functionality, scalability, security, reliability,
and so on. Service providers choose to deploy a type of solution based on their own capabilities (e.g., availability
of internal technology development resources), as well as their intended target audience (e.g., by business size,
existing communications infrastructure, industry, region, technology preference).
Service providers such as 8x8, RingCentral and ThinkingPhones have gained considerable market traction using
their home-grown platforms. The majority of these solutions use multi-tenant architectures for cost-effective
scalability. These service providers balance continued investment in evolving their home-grown platforms with
the need to deliver a compelling service to their customers.
A large group of providers, including top brands such as BT, PCCW, and Verizon are leveraging platforms
developed by third-party technology vendors. At the foundation of most third-party platforms are multi-tenant
architectures developed specifically for service provider networks and enabling cost-effective integration
with service provider back-end (OSS/BSS) systems. Well-established vendors such as BroadSoft, GENBAND
and Metaswitch enable a large number of service providers to deliver compelling IP telephony and UCC
functionality on their industry-leading, multi-tenant services platforms. Service providers using best-of-breed,
third-party platforms are able to focus on delivering the most compelling service possible to their customers
knowing that their technology partner is investing in evolving their technology platform of choice.
More recently launched multi-instance platforms have found appeal with organizations that require dedicated
software instances, but these have proven costly to support implementations of less than 500 users. Service
providers deploying such platforms—e.g., AT&T, NTT, and Telefonica—mostly use these platforms to deliver
cloud solutions to larger organizations. To be able to also cater to the needs of SMB customers, these
providers are compelled to deploy and manage multi-tenant platforms as well. Since multi-instance platforms
are based on private branch exchange (PBX) technology developed by vendors such as Alcatel-Lucent, Avaya,
Cisco, Mitel, NEC, and Toshiba, they do not deliver SIP trunking services that may present a viable temporary/
transitional alternative for business sites with unamortized premises-based telephony investments on their
journey to cloud communications.
Almost one-half of global hosted IP telephony and UCC users receive services delivered on third-party,
multi-tenant platforms. Many service providers leveraging such solutions have a long track record of
delivering hosted IP telephony services and hold leading market share positions in various global theaters.
This success is due in part to the extensive functionality and reliability of the technology that powers their
cloud communications services.
Specific benefits driving demand for services based on third-party, multi-tenant platforms include the following:
• Service provider and customer access to the platform vendor’s superior technology expertise
(including years of technology development based on provider and end-user feedback)
• Service provider ability to focus on network management and delivery of superior customer support
• Cost-effective scalability with automatic software updates and upgrades across multiple customers of
varying size, facilitating delivery of more economical services with fewer disruptions
• Third-party solution integration through standards-based technologies and open application
programming interfaces (APIs), allowing providers to integrate their cloud solutions with other cloud
services and premises-based applications used by the customer
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Exhibit 4 shows the global hosted IP telephony and UCC services installed base by type of platform:
AT&T, BT, NTT, NWN, Sprint,
Telefonica, Verizon, WEST,
Windstream, and others

Third-party
multi-instance
11%

Home-grown
platforms
42%

Total market size (2014):
19.3 Million

AT&T, BT, CenturyTel,
Comcast, Cox, EarthLink,
Gamma, LG U, MegaPath,
Nextiva, PCCW, Spark,
TeliaSonera, Telenor, Telstra,
Verizon, Vonage, Windstream,
and others

8x8, Broadview Networks, Jive
Communications, Fonality, NTT,
RingCentral, Tata Communications,
ThinkingPhones, WEST, and others

Third-party
multi-tenant
47%

BROADSOFT: INNOVATION AND LEADERSHIP IN CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS
Founded in 1998, BroadSoft is an innovator and trailblazer as one of the first cloud communications platform
vendors in the world. Since its inception, BroadSoft has grown both organically and through acquisitions to
establish itself as the leader in next-generation hosted communications solutions. Its technologies are used by
hundreds of service providers around the world, including 19 of the top 25, to deliver hosted IP telephony and
UCC services, SIP trunking, and residential VoIP services. BroadSoft’s success is owed to its visionary strategy,
excellent execution, and unwavering commitment to technology innovation and customer value.
BroadSoft BroadWorks represents the vendor’s flagship solution for the cloud communications market.Through
a comprehensive UCC feature set, carrier-grade quality, reliability, and security, and a choice of architecture
and deployment models, BroadSoft’s platform provides service providers and end customers with a compelling
alternative to legacy telco services and premises-based solutions. It enables service providers to effectively
support customers throughout their evolution to end-to-end IP communications solutions. Providers using
BroadSoft technology provide a smooth migration path through VoIP access and SIP trunking services for sites
with unamortized premises-based systems, as well as full-featured hosted IP telephony and UCC services for
sites moving their entire communications solutions to the cloud.
BroadSoft BroadWorks is the industry’s most widely deployed hosted IP telephony and UCC services application
server. It can be installed and managed on the service provider network, where it enables tight integration with
the provider’s OSS/BSS systems. Alternatively, it is available through BroadSoft’s BroadCloud managed service
offering. It scales cost-effectively to support millions of users and addresses a broad spectrum of customer
requirements. Several tightly integrated platform network elements enable high levels of service reliability. As a
standards-based platform using common protocols (such as SIP) and open interfaces, BroadSoft allows service
providers and third-party application developers to quickly and easily launch new services and applications,
and thus promptly respond to evolving customer needs. BroadSoft system functionality is distributed across
multiple servers for optimized performance and to meet IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) specifications.
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BroadSoft’s platform provides a comprehensive IP telephony and UCC services suite, and allows service
providers to quickly and cost-effectively launch and scale cloud communications capabilities across large
geographic areas.
BroadSoft’s extensive communications and collaboration feature set includes:
• Rich business telephony, including extension dialing, call park, and hunt groups
• Voicemail and unified messaging
• Attendant and auto attendant
• Contact center
• Audio, Web and video conferencing
• Mobility (single business number service for incoming and outgoing calls on mobile devices)
• Enterprise instant messaging (IM)/chat and presence
• Collaboration (file sharing, desktop sharing)

BroadSoft’s share of the global hosted IP telephony and UCC services market (as defined above)
at 41%, which confirms BroadSoft’s global market leadership in the hosted IP telephony and UCC
services platform space.

BroadSoft’s platform also supports integration with third-party business applications, including leading customer
relationship management (CRM) (salesforce.com, Sugar CRM, etc.), messaging (Microsoft Outlook, Gmail,
IBM Notes, etc.), and vertical business applications (eAgent, Clio, etc.). Available APIs allow service providers,
customers, and third-party technology developers to integrate BroadSoft technology-based services with
various custom applications for ultimate customer flexibility and value.
Overall, BroadSoft’s solution can meet the requirements of the most demanding organizations, while also
satisfying the needs of businesses that prefer simple and affordable solutions.
BroadSoft continually enhances its platform functionality to address evolving customer needs. As a result of
its innovative market approach and strong focus on customer value, BroadSoft has earned a leading position
among global cloud communications platform vendors. The most successful providers in the world, including
AT&T, BT, Comcast, KPN, TDC, Telefonica, Telstra, SingTel, Verizon, and others, deliver compelling hosted
IP telephony solutions leveraging BroadSoft platforms. In 2015, BroadSoft reported “surpassing 10 million hosted
UC users.”
Frost & Sullivan defines more narrowly the global hosted IP telephony and UCC services market to only capture
users of IP endpoints, including IP desktop phones, desktop soft clients, and mobile soft clients. Based on this
definition, Frost & Sullivan estimates global market size at 19.3 million installed users in 2014. Frost & Sullivan’s
market analysis estimates BroadSoft’s share of the global hosted IP telephony and UCC services market (as
defined above) at 41%, which confirms BroadSoft’s global market leadership in the hosted IP telephony and UCC
services platform space.
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Exhibit 5 shows BroadSoft’s share of total installed hosted IP telephony and UCC services users.
Hosted IP Telephony and UCC
Services Market: Percent Installed Users,
North America, 2014

Total market size (2014):
19.3 Million

Installed users
on other
vendors
platforms
59%

Installed users
on BroadSoft
platforms
41%

Installed users
on other
vendors
platforms
52%

Installed users
on BroadSoft
platforms
48%

Hosted IP Telephony and UCC
Services Market: Percent Installed Users,
Asia-Pacific, 2014

Installed users
on other
vendors
platforms
43%

Installed users
on BroadSoft
platforms
57%

Hosted IP Telephony and UCC
Services Market: Percent Installed Users,
Europe, 2014

Installed users
on other
vendors
platforms
69%

Installed users
on BroadSoft
platforms
31%

Hosted IP Telephony and UCC
Services Market: Percent Installed Users,
Latin America and the Rest of the World, 2014

Installed users
on other
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70%

Installed users
on BroadSoft
platforms
30%

CONCLUSION
As businesses increasingly acknowledge the significant benefits of moving their communications to the cloud,
they must thoroughly evaluate existing service provider and solution options to find the right fit for their
specific communications needs. Business IT decision makers must take into account multiple criteria, including
solution features and functionality, price, security, reliability, as well as provider financial viability and portfolio
evolution roadmap. An important element in the evaluation process is the cloud communications solution’s
underlying technology, which intends to support the aforementioned evaluation criteria. The service provider
platform determines the provider’s ability to rapidly innovate and deliver an ever-expanding feature set to scale
cost-effectively and thus continually offer competitive prices to its customers, as well as its ability to support
businesses with varying needs—including those preserving some of their premises-based investments. In order
to secure a long-term partner, businesses must select a provider deploying a platform that can support them
throughout their entire journey to the cloud.
BroadSoft’s industry-leading platform represents a compelling option for businesses looking for tried-and-tested
solutions that continue to evolve in step with changing customer needs. Continued feature and functionality
development, commitment to industry standards and flexible integrations with third-party solutions, as well
as support for both SIP trunking services and full-featured hosted IP telephony and UCC solutions, make
BroadSoft’s platform a good fit for businesses set on a cloud migration path. Providers using BroadSoft solutions
transition customers to cloud communications with simplicity and speed, while protecting customers’ existing
investments in premises-based communications assets.
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